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Modern versus ancient controls on sedimentary systems

The present is the key to the past

Uniformitarianism

the present is not always the key to the past
and: many people (also geologists) only see what they know
Ocean circulation
Oceanic anoxic events and source rock formation
James Hutton 1726 – 1799

Charles Lyell 1797 – 1885

How to remove the present excess CO2 ?
James Hutton

Deposition along platform margins
Poppe de Boer

Why did the dinosaurs disappear?

Utrecht University

the history of the Earth can be
reconstructed by understanding how
processes such as erosion and
sedimentation work today

popularized James Hutton's
concepts of uniformitarianism

The present is the key to the past ?
K/T boundary; meteorite impact; flood basalts; end of the dinosaurs and many

We look at the past (and the future) with the present‐day world in our mind

other species; before and after the K/T boundary the world looked different
The world also looked different, when there were no land plants
(pre‐Ordovician)
Are our views of today representative for the past (and for the future)?
In the middle Cretaceous so‐called Oceanic Anoxic Events (OAEs) occurred
Enormous amounts of organic matter were stored in deep‐marine sediments
More than half of the global oil reserves date from that period
Why is there not such widespread anoxicity today?
Quartzites (silicified quartz sandstones) are abundantly present in early
Palaeozoic and pre‐Cambrian sedimentary deposits.

What do we concentrate on when we look at something?

They are not or hardly found in younger sedimentary successions. Why not?

National Gallery

Leonardo da Vinci 1452-1519
Virgin of the Rocks

Louvre

National Gallery

Leonardo da Vinci 1452-1519
Virgin of the Rocks

Louvre

The art in Geology: see what you don’t know
Which is the original and which is the copy?
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Hummocky cross stratification

Wave action in deep water
First seen and understood in 1975

Da Vinci – 500 years ago

Deep water: no wave action,
Before 1975 hummocky stratification (or some other
descriptive term) was not mentioned in the literature

just ocean currents driven by . . . . .
differences in temperature, salinity and thus in density

many geologists only see what they know

?

Deep ocean

Dissipation of tidal energy (3.5 TW)

Shelves 2.5 TW

Deep ocean 1 TW

recirculation of deep ocean water by
dissipation of wind and tidal energy
together ~ 2 TW

heavy,
coldand
and saline
saline waters
gogo
down
heavy,
cold
waters
down

Present deep ocean mixing: 50% driven by tides
50% wind driven

how do they get back to the surface?

~ 1 TW (of 3.5 TW)
~ 1 TW

waves and tides!

Is the present the key to the past?

Deep ocean

Dissipation of tidal energy (3.5 TW)

Shelves 2.5 TW
Deep ocean 1 TW

In shallow seas: much more loss of tidal energy by
the friction of tidal currents

recirculation of deep ocean water by
dissipation of wind and tidal energy
together ~ 2 TW

Present deep ocean mixing: 50% driven by tides

OAEs
(oceanic anoxic events)

~ 1 TW (of 3.5 TW)

50% wind driven ~ 1 TW

Recirculation of deep ocean
water by wind and tidal energy
Ice ages: shallow seas were dry

If sea level falls below the shelf edge: no tidal dissipation in shelf seas
and deep water dissipation of tidal energy triples (Egbert & Ray, 2003) !
energy dissipation in deep
ocean
~ 4 TW = doubling

ORBs
(oceanic red beds)
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80 – 100 million years ago: highest sea level in the Phanerozoic

Cenomanian‐Turonian; 80 – 100 million years ago
highest sea level in the Phanerozoic
sea level ~200 metres higher than today

70% of our oil reserves date from this period

Question: why did so much source rocks form in such a short period?

Just because of the high sea level?
Anoxic conditions?

Great loss of tidal and wave energy in shallow seas;
much less in deep sea  poor ventilation

CO2 in oceans and atmosphere

LIP = Large Igneous Province

~ 3.5 . 1019 gr C
Organic carbon fossilized
in the middle Cretaceous
~ 1021 – 1022 gr C

Thus: external source needed!

LIPs released large amounts of CO2, and . . . . . . . nutrients (P, Fe, etc.)

At the same time, the early North Atlantic was still small, and had an estuarine circulation

Blue: deep inflow

red: oxidized beds

Red: shallow outflow
dark: reduced
intervals with
abundant organic
matter

deep inflow

shallow outfllow

Trabucho et al. 2010

Trabucho et al. 2010
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Middle Cretaceous

Large storage of organic matter in middle Cretaceous pelagic
sediments; maximum at Cenomanian-Turonian boundary

increase of spreading and new mid-oceanic ridges
rise of sea level
extra input of CO2 and nutrients

High sea level because of increased ocean ridge spreading
Greenhouse, increase of temperatures

decrease of solubility of CO2 with rising temperature:
escape of CO2 from ocean to atmosphere

High CO2 level in atmosphere due to volcanism related to increased
spreading warm climate

positive feedback

increase of tidal dissipation
in shallow seas

decrease of vertical mixing in
the ocean

Estuarine circulation in the young North Atlantic

Abundant nutrients released by LIPs (Large Igneous Provinces)
19

Removal of CO2 and nutrients by the burial of black shales

Thus: large‐scale storage of organic matter in pelagic sediments during the middle
Cretaceous led to the creation of a very large part of our oil sources rocks in some 20
million years only (not seen today)
Carbonate‐platform margin deposits

Since ~150 years, mankind is burning these (and other) fossil
fuels at increasing rates

This results in greenhouse effects,
global warming and ocean acidification
Hay (2016)

How would Nature deal with this problem? (and how do we do?)

Porosity up to 60% and more

Interpretation?

Pleistocene Sicily, Italy (Mediterranean Sea)
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Cool water carbonates; carbonate production in shallow water on
carbonate platform

Interpretation?

sedimentary structures in opposite directions
Currents produced by storms and incidentally by tsunamis

Slootman et al., 2016

In Pleistocene Mediterranean Sea hardly any tides

Depositional Model

Currents produced by storms and incidentally by tsunamis

storm wind

subaqueous dunes

tsunami waves
Slootman et al., 2016

sediment gravity flows

flow

palaeoflow
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current

Dunes

Lab experiments

Circulating flume, Utrecht

Cartigny, 2012

Stronger currents (~60 cm/sec):
dunes  upper stage plane bed

Antidunes

crossbedding oriented in current direction

flow

current

current

Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms

flow

decrease in velocity (U)  increase in flow thickness (h)
kinetic energy  potential energy .

supercritical‐flow bedform: cyclic steps

Cartigny et al., Mar.Geol., 2011

crossbedding: “backsets”, i.e. oriented opposite to flow direction
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flow

Breaking antidunes

Cyclic steps

flow

Cartigny, 2014

Backset bedding
no bioturbation

flow
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(3/6) Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms – Cyclic steps

(3/6) Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms – Cyclic steps

Palaeoflow  towards right

(3/6) Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms – Cyclic steps

Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms

(3/6) Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms – Cyclic steps

flow

(3/6) Hydraulic jump‐related bedforms – Cyclic steps

decrease in velocity (U)  increase in flow thickness (h)
kinetic energy  potential energy .

supercritical‐flow bedform: cyclic steps

Cartigny et al., Mar.Geol., 2011
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Currents produced by storms and incidentally by tsunamis

storm wind

Once every few 100 yr
subaqueous dunes

Backset bedding
no bioturbation

tsunami waves

Once every 10,000 yr
sediment gravity flows

Quantification of tsunami‐induced deposition on a mediterranean carbonate ramp reveals
catastrophic evolution
Slootman et al., EPSL 2016

Finally: what caused the extinction of the dinosaurs?

flow

These animals had a weight of up to 6000 – 10.000 kg;
Did they dance around as suggested by these cartoons?

and this one?

Something missing?

footprints

no imprints of tail
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More easy?

Jurassic/Cretaceous: extensive lowlands with abundant water
Ford, 2012

~ 250 million years ago:
Supercontinent Pangea

In the Permo‐Triassic continents started rifting
and drifting apart

Continents drifting apart; hardly or no continent‐continent collisions;
only subduction of old and heavy ocean crust

Very flat continents with abundant meandering
rivers and lakes

No high mountains

End Cretaceous: continent‐continent collisions
(Himalay, Alps, early Andes)
Some references

falling sea level; the landscape changed; climate
became cooler,
continents less flat and less humid

The habitat of the dinosaurs thus strongly decreased in extent
Volcanism and/or meteorites just gave the final blow
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